
                Before using the Pure Harmony Pendant  (PHP) 
- Go to  www.PureHarmonyPendant.com for helpful videos that demonstrate how to activate the PHP for the very first 

time, and simple tests that can be performed before and after activation.   

- Be sure to thoroughly check your body for aches, pains, and stiffness. 

- Check your flexibility and range of motion throughout your entire body. 

- Have someone check your body’s alignment, possibly a Chiropractor. 

- Walk, and have someone else watch your walking alignment. 

- Record your strength levels and endurance levels while exercising. 

- Check you facial appearance and complexion including dark circles and acne. 

                Directions for activating the Pure Harmony Pendant  “Getting Harmonized” 
- BODY - Find a relaxed position. Preferably laying down somewhere quiet and peaceful. 

- PLACEMENT - Place the PHP face up (domain name up) so it lies directly above the bellybutton. The bottom edge 

of the PHP should be at the top edge of the belly button, but not covering the belly button.  (see diagram) 

- MIND - Close eyes and focus on the darkness in the eyes just as though you are floating in space. 

- MIND - While focusing on the darkness in your eyes, it’s important to clear your mind of all thoughts.   

- Hold this body/mind position for at least 1 minute. 

- Congratulations!  You are now officially harmonized! 

 

                           

                

                After “Getting Harmonized” with the Pure Harmony Pendant 

- Immediately after the 1 minute “Harmonizing” process, have a person scan your back with open hands 2 inches off of 

your back, looking for heat radiating off in different areas. This heat energy is trauma being energetically released.  You 

may also feel a sensation of lightness, coolness, and a chill sensation.   

- After 3 minutes of being harmonized, check your aches, pains, stiffness, alignment, etc, again. 

- Check the body again every couple days after “harmonizing” with the PHP. 

- It may take up to 4 days for the body/mind to RESET back into harmony and balance.      

  Pure Harmony Pendant important information 
- The PHP will only harmonize with one person and will not harmonize with any others.  

- The PHP can also be used for harmonizing pets, horses, and other animals.  

- Once a person is harmonized, for best results it is suggested that the PHP be keep on the body at all times such as key 

chain, necklace, or in a pocket.     

- For harmful EMF protection, the PHP needs to be worn at least 1 hour per day for the person to receive 24 hour EMF 

protection.  However, it is always best to keep the PHP on the body continually.               

          

                                       Please visit www.PureHarmonyPendant.com for more amazing information!    

http://www.pureharmonypendant.com/
http://www.pureharmonypendant.com/

